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Proof technology will become an established field in software engineering. It generally aims at integrating proof processing into industrial design and verifications tools. The origins of this technology lie in the systematic understanding of a fully-fledged, precise notion of proof by mathematics and logics. Using this profound understanding, computer scientists are able to implement proofs, to check and create them automatically and to connect the concepts of proof and programs in a deep way. Via this, connection proofs are used to support the development of reliable software systems. Software engineers have integrated proof processing into industrial development tools, and these implementations are now getting very efficient. The chapters in this book deal with: The benefits and technical challenges of sharing formal mathematics among interactive theorem provers; proof normalization for various axiomatic theories; abstraction-refinement framework of temporal logic model checking; formal verification in industrial hardware design; readable machine-checked proofs and semantics and more.
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MicroStrategy Quick Start Guide: Data analytics and visualizations for Business IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build reporting applications and dashboards using the different MicroStrategy objects 

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the fundamentals of MicroStrategy
	
			Use MicroStrategy to get actionable insights from your business data
	
			Create visualizations and build intuitive...
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Numerical Methods for Engineers, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	It has been over twenty years since we published the first edition of this book. Over that period,
	our original contention that numerical methods and computers would figure more
	prominently in the engineering curriculum—particularly in the early parts—has been dramatically
	borne out. Many universities now offer freshman,...
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Git Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	The manufacturers of computer software are facing difficult challenges caused by quite trivial reasons. A typical  application is produced by a team of developers working on hundreds, if not thousands, of files on a short schedule. 

	

	Each file needs to be available for modification by all of the developers at any...
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PostgreSQL 10 High Performance: Expert techniques for query optimization, high availability, and efficient database maintenancePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of PostgreSQL 10 to design, administer and maintain a high-performance database solution

	
		Key Features

		
			Obtain optimal PostgreSQL 10 database performance, ranging from initial design to routine maintenance
	
			Fine tune the performance of your queries and...
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Distributed Multimedia Information Retrieval: SIGIR 2003 Workshop on Distributed Information RetrievalSpringer, 2004


	During the last decade companies, governments, and research groups worldwide

	have directed significant effort towards the creation of sophisticated digital libraries

	across a variety of disciplines. As digital libraries proliferate, in a variety

	of media, and from a variety of sources, problems of resource selection and data...
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Windows Graphics Programming Win32 GDI and DirectDraw®Prentice Hall, 2001
To deliver high-performance Windows applications, you need an in-depth  understanding of the Win32 GDI and DirectDraw-but until now, it’s been virtually  impossible to discover what’s going on "behind" Microsoft’s API calls. This book  rips away the veil, giving experienced Windows programmers all the...
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